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An important but usually neglected aspect of the
training of teachers is instruction in the art of writing
good classroom tests. Such training should emphasize
various forms of objective items (e.g., multiple-
choice, master list, matching, greater-less-same, best-
worst answer, and matrix format). The proper formu-
lation and accurate grading of essay items should be
included, as should the use of various types of free-
answer items (e.g., the brief answer, interlinear, and
"fill in the blanks in the following paragraph" forms).
For courses involving laboratory work, such as sci-
ence, machine shop, and home economics, perfor-
mance and identification tests based on the laboratory
work should be used.
A second point is that organizations developing ap-

titude tests for nonacademic areas, such as police
work, fire fighting, and licensing tests, should empha-
size the use by the client of a valid, reliable, and un-
biased criterion. Organizations developing academic
aptitude tests should also (1) be alert to the accuracy
of criterion measures, grades, rank in class, and so
forth; (2) call teachers’ attention to defects in grading;
and (3) help guide teachers and schools in improving
these procedures. In recent decades, there have been
few instances in which a testing organization has ap-
prised teachers of the fact that their criteria&mdash;among
others, grades on tests and student papers&mdash;are often
quite unreliable based on characteristics such as work
habits and attitude in class, and could be improved by
using better tests to evaluate student performance.
Characteristics of the group used for determining va-
lidity are also critical.

It is the purpose of this paper to make two rec-

ommendations related to testing: (1) that teacher
training institutions should emphasize and expand
the teaching of test construction for classroom use,
and (2) that makers of academic tests, both stan-
dardized and individualized, should develop tests
on the basis of valid, reliable, and unbiased per-
formance criteria, as in occupational and profes-
sional testing programs.

Persons concerned with academic learning, test-
ing, and evaluation must bear in mind that since
standardized testing might require the frequent
administration of a test to thousands of students at
a large number of different schools in different
localities over a period of time, such a test can
measure only the objectives believed to be common
to all. Individualized teacher-designed classroom
tests, on the other hand, should be given on a daily,
weekly, or monthly basis, and may cover material
from a single sector of the course-such as one
principle of grammar, or a single chapter or study
unit (e.g., an historic period). Such tests should be
scored and returned to the students within a week
or a single day, or could even be scored in class
by the students themselves and used for immediate
class discussion.
The failure to distinguish between the require-

ments of standardized testing and classroom testing
seems to be responsible for the lack of improve-
ment-and perhaps even a decline-in the quality
of teacher-made classroom tests over the last 40

years.
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Traditionally, the nature and methodology of
classroom test construction receive short shrift in

teacher training institutions and in education texts.
Textbooks on item writing composed during the
1960s and 1970s assert that there are three types
of items-essay, true-false, and multiple-choice-
and then devote a chapter to each type (cf. Ah-
mann, 1962; Beggs & Lewis, 1975; Bloom, Has-

tings, & Madaus, 1971; Cronbach Snow, 1977;
Ebel, 1965; Furst, 1958). Texts of the 1930s and
1940s typically described many more types of ob-
jective test items, such as master list, matching,
greater-less-same, best-worst answer, and matrix
format (cf. Adkins, 1974; Adkins, Primoff,
McAdoo, Bridges, & Forer, 1947; Burt, 1948;
Hawkes, Lindquist, & S4ann, 1936; Monroe,
De~lc~ss, ~ Kelly, 1924; Richardson, Russell, Stal-
naker, & Thurstone, 1933; Rinsland, 1937; Ruch,
1929). There are also various forms of free-answer
items in addition to the essay, such as the brief

answer, comments on the following statements, in-
terlinear, and ~11-i~-the-blar~lcs9 these are all very
useful types of items, and are especially suited to
classroom testing. Carlson’s (1985) handbook,
Creative Classroom Testing: Ten Designs for As-
sess1nent and Instruction, was prepared with the
help of a number of teachers and presents a number
of objective item types that are not multiple-choice.
In laboratory courses, such as science, machine
shop, and home economics, performance and iden-
tification tests involving equipment, materials, and
procedures add to the variety of instruments avail-
able to the teacher.
The second recommendation of this paper, that

educators emulate the practice of occupational and
professional test-makers in emphasizing that the
client develop and use valid, reliable, and unbiased
criteria for measuring performance objectives, is

based on the success of such nonacademic pro-
grams in predicting job performance. Test devel-
opers for tests involving police work, fire fighting,
real estate licensing, etc., usually do emphasize the
development and use by the client of valid, reliable,
and unbiased criteria that are used to evaluate the

content and nature of the resulting tests (cf. Ro-
senfeld & Thornton, 1978; Thomton, 1979; Thorn-
ton & Rosenfeld, 1980).

Organizations charged with developing aca-
demic aptitude tests should be alert to the accuracy
of criterion measures, and should advise teachers
when such measures are found to be deficient. Rarely
in recent decades has a testing organization called
the attention of teachers to the possibility that their
grades (including marks on student papers) may be
unreliable, or may be based on aspects of student

performance other than subject knowledge, such
as class participation, conscientiousness, and ef-
fort. Evaluation could be improved considerably
by the use of better tests designed to measure the
objectives of a particular teacher in a particular
classroom.

Let us look at some of the major events in the
last fifty years of the history of test construction
which have led me to make the two main recom-

mendations offered in this paper.

Test Construction

University of Chicago
of examinations

About 1930, President Robert Maynard Hutch-
ins introduced an examination system at the Uni-

versity of Chicago. The procedures developed by
the Chicago Board of Examination during the 1930s
for the first two years of college are also applicable
at lower grade levels. The curriculum for the fresh-
man and sophomore years consisted of 5 one-year
courses in biological science, physical science, so-
cial science, humanities, and English. Passing each
of these courses required successful completion of
a six-hour exam.

Initially in 1930, Louis L. Thurstone was ap-
pointed chief examiner; Marion Richardson was
examiner in physical sciences, James Thomas Rus-
sell in biological sciences, and John Stalnaker in
humanities and English (Russell and ~t ~er were
examiners from 1931-1936). I was examiner in

social sciences from 1934 to 1940. Others later
associated with the examining office were Dael Lee
VVolfle (biological sciences), George Frederic Ku-
der, Dorothy Adkins, and Ben Bloom. In the late
1930s, Ralph Tyler replaced Thurstone as chief
examiner. It should be noted that in 1947, after
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Dorothy Adkins had gone to work for the Civil
Service Commission, she and others prepared a
very good book (Adkins et ~1. , 1947) on construct-
ing objective and performance tests.

Test security versus disclosure. One of the first
rules Thurstone established was: 6 ‘Thc day after an
exam is given it goes on sale in the University of
Chicago Bookstore.&dquo; The issue of 6 6test security&dquo;
versus ’disclosure’’ has now become a legal issue.

In general, for a given ir~struct&reg;r9s testing of his
or her own classes, maintenance of &dquo;secure’’ items
(e.g., items used on previous tests where difficulty
and correlation with total test score are known, but
have not become available to students) is an in-

appropriate policy. Students should be informed as
fully as possible regarding the course requirements,
the nature of the tests, and the skills and knowledge
they are expected to have gained as a result of
taking the course. Making previous exams avail-
able to both present and future students is one way
to achieve this objective. Also, making previous
exams available prevents special advantages from
accruing to certain groups (e.g., fraternities, so-

rorities, special tutors, or coaching schools) that
will, from time to time, be able to obtain access
to test material that the instructor is attempting to
keep secure. When instructors do not depend on
secure items for equating of tests or grades from
year to year, then it is necessary to depend on
instructor judgment regarding similar difficulty of
parallel items.
The problem of equating grades and tests that

show improvement (increased scores) from one year
to another also taxes the instructors’ judgment, as
in cases where certain material is missed by many
students one year and special attention is paid to
ensure that students learn the material in subse-

quent years. When such improvement (increase) in
scores occurs, the instructors must decide the ex-
tent to which grades will be increased to reflect
this improvement versus raising of standards. Of
course, a corresponding decision in the reverse di-
rection is necessary whenever student performance
declines.
Exams and item types. At the University of

Chicago the examiners and teaching faculty to-

gether constructed the examination items, which

were then reviewed, revised, and approved by the
teaching staff in each course. The written exam
consisted of objective items of various types, such
as master list, true-false, greater-less-same, best-
worst answer, rank order, and tabular (matrix), as
illustrated below.

In addition to these easily scored objective item
types, various free-answer types were also used,
such as short-answer items (two or three to a page),
put a word in the blank, correct the bracketed por-
tions of the paragraph, and a one- or two-page essay
that was the last item in both the morning and
aftemoon portions of the exam. The bulk of the
exam, however, consisted of objective items. In
many instances it was possible to construct a set
of items with a mutually exclusive and exhaustive
list of all possible alternative (e.g., increases, de-
creases, stays the same, not enough infornation to
determine). Thus, it was not necessary to construct

plausible distractors for each question.
The exams at Chicago were not composed en-

tirely of written items. Where laboratory work was
important, as in the biological and physical sci-
ences, the final exam involved laboratory setups.
In the laboratory class we noticed that the instructor
spent a fair amount of time moving around the
laboratory and pointing out to students various things
that were wrong with the apparatus they were us-
ing. The students corrected these errors when the
instructor pointed them out. Consequently, we set
up a number of laboratory experiments; the stu-
dents were to observe the setup, and either write
down what was wrong or indicate that the setup
was proper and ready to use. Also, several of the
stations would involve the actual performance of
an experiment or part of an experiment, such as
dissecting a frog’s leg for a nerve-muscle prepa-
ration. A laboratory assistant was present at each
station to give general directions and to grade the
performance; the lab assistant was given prior in-
struction in how to phrase the directions to the
student, as well as the points to watch for in grad-
ing. Similarly., in addition to the written exams in
physics and chemistry, apparatus setups would be
criticized and an experiment or two performed as
part of the final examination.

These test items proved to be excellent teaching
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and leaming devices, since they helped make it

clear to the students just what they were expected
to learn to do in the laboratory. Today computers
could be used for simulations of these tasks, with
the student making the appropriate keyboard entries
to perform the corrections. However, the computer
is not necessary for such test items. A regular lab
experiment can be set up for each member of the
class even when many computers are not available,
and the actual equipment may give a more realistic
item than the computer would.
At Chicago, the reliability of the total exam was

determined by correlating the morning and after-
noon scores. The various parts of the exam were
also evaluated by correlating the two essays, par-
allel content pages, etc. Short-answer items, with
answers given by the students, were saved, and
objective best-worst answer items were constructed
for a later exam. Then the free-answer form was

given in the morning and the objective version in
the afternoon, and the two forms were correlated;
this revealed to the faculty the extent of agreement
between free-answer and objective versions of the
same question. The agreement was very high be- .
tween the free-answer and the best-worst answer,

serving to demonstrate to the faculty that objective
items did not damage the evaluative power of the
exam. Some of the free-answer items were graded
independently by two persons, usually on a five-
point scale (A, B, C, D, and E), and the results
were plotted and shown to the faculty. Any dis-
agreement between the two readers usually aston-
ished the faculty and helped remove objections to
using objective items.

Alternatives to Multiple-Choice Items s

Textbooks of the 1930s and 1940s typically de-
scribe many types of test questions besides mul-
tiple-choice questions, but by the 1960s and 1970s,
test developers seem to have settled for three types-
essay, true-false, and multiple choice. And they
tell us that writing 10 items in an eight-hour day
is good productivity. Writing 10 usable multiple-
choice items can easily take an eight-hour work-
day, considering that four plausible false answers
must be devised as well as the stem and true an-

swer; but it is difficult to imagine any working
teacher, faced with a classroom of lively students,
with the leisure to design a routine testing instru-
ment at such a rate. Other types of items, such as
master list and matrix format (where all or most
of the statements are true), can be written by a
person who knows the field at a rate of about 20
items per hour (Hawkes et al., 1936).
A part of teacher training in schools of education

should be the writing of items of various types,
including free-answer and objective as well as per-
forrnance and identification items, emphasizing the
distinctions and the skills that the teacher is trying
to impart. To give teachers the idea that the use of
computers and machine-scoring for classroom tests
is desirable, or that machine-scorable item types
are the best or the only ones to use, will inhibit
progress. With over 40 million public school stu-
dents in the United States, and only about 600,000
or 700,000 computers, the important thing to stress
is what teachers can accomplish without com-
puters.

Teacher-made classroom tests should be used

frequently, for instance when the class has finished
a chapter of a book or a segment of a course, to
make clear to the students what they should have
learned in a specific part of the course. It might
also be a good idea to give such a test before the
class studies the material, partly to see how much
of it they already know, and partly to give them a
clear-cut idea of what they are supposed to be learn-
ing. In the case of individualized instruction, where
each student proceeds at his or her own pace, the
same type of pretest and posttest procedure would
be valuable.

Over the last 35 to 40 years, the quality of in-
struction of teachers to write good exam items for
their classes has probably declined rather than im-
proved. William ’Turnbull, a few years before re-
tiring from the presidency of Educational Testing
Service (ETS), agreed with this appraisal and set
up a committee under John Helmick to prepare a
manual on item writing that could be used by teach-
ers interested in writing better test items. As men-
tioned above, Sybil Carlson took over the job and
prepared such a handbook (Carlson, 1985).

In one very good course and exam in radio given
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in high school, the instructor used an interesting
procedure. A month or two before the end of the
course, he handed out a list of 100 or 200 questions
and said, &dquo;Your final exam will be 10 of these.&dquo;
All of the students worked hard to learn the answers
to the questions, and as a result, they learned what
the instructor wanted them to learn in the course.

Similarly, giving the students a large number of
items and saying, &dquo;The final exam will be 50 or

100 of these,&dquo; would also be a good teaching pro-
cedure. The teacher should write the items over a

period of time and not accept them from an outside
source. For some items, such as translating from
or into a foreign language or interpreting graphs,
similar items of the same type may be substituted
for the study items in the final form of the test.

In discussing exams, teachers frequently say: &dquo;I

can write a stem and a correct completion. That is
no problem. But four plausible false completions
are extremely difficult and time-consuming.&dquo; They
should be told to give a free-answer exam first,

and then use the students’ wrong answers for the
distractors in the objective form given later. Some
texts say that having the students provide the false
completions is impractical, but it was done rou-

tinely at the University of Chicago and was found
to be a convenient and time-saving practice.

The best-worst answer item type (see Figure 1)
is not presented in Carlson (1985) because ETS
reviewers felt that a worst answer would be im-

possibly difficult to write. Only best-answer items
were included. Because best-worst answer gives
twice as many responses as best-answer, it is very

probable that its reliability and validity would be
higher. Also, it requires the student to make judg-
ments similar to those the faculty makes in judging
the answers to the parallel free-response item. The
faculty would very likely resist grading on a two-
point scale (A versus BCDE, or AB versus CDE).
Grading the items on a three- or five-point scale
requires the student to make judgments similar to
those made by the faculty in grading items, and

Figure 1
Sample Item: Best-Worst Answer

(Objective Form Constructed From Students’ Responses to Free Answer Form)
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demonstrates more clearly that such objective items
require judgments essentially the same as essay
items. Faculty grading of a free-answer item con-
stitutes an objective item for the faculty members
who grade it. Note that each faculty member grad-
ing the item studies the same material, and then
responds A, B, C, D, or E.

Teachers should also be told to try various other
item types. They should simply begin by asking:
&dquo;V~Ihat do I expect the students to differentiate after

having my course that they could not differentiate
before?&dquo; One answer might be, &dquo;I expect them to
know the difference between the views of John S.

Mill, Adam Smith, John Kenneth Galbraith, Karl
Marx, Frederick Engels, and Lenin.&dquo; These names
would constitute the master list, and it would be
followed by a series of statements, every one of
which would be easy to write for anyone who knows

the field because each would be a true statement.

The student’s problem is to assign the statement to
the person or persons whose view it expresses.
Because all the statements are true, the task of

devising plausible false statements is obviated.
Of course, if plausible false statements occur to

the teacher, there is no reason to reject them. Sim-
ply include them in the list and add &dquo;none of the

above&dquo; to the master list of choices. It is necessary
to specify in the directions that &dquo;Only one name
is correct for each statement,&dquo; or &dquo;A statement

may express the view of several of these persons
or of none of them.&dquo; Figure 2 is an example of a
master list or key list item. Often the matrix format
is useful for such items because it provides for
multiple answers and for omission of ambiguities
Figure 3 is an example of a matrix format item.
The matrix format provides a very convenient method
(i.e., crosshatching out an alternative) for remov-
ing items that the faculty decides are ambiguous.

Student knowledge of an experiment which had
been included in assigned reading can be tested by
giving a brief description of the experiment and
then listing a number of possible results, as illus-
trated in Figure 4. Ability to construct a coherent
explanatory paragraph can be tested by a rank-order
item, as illustrated in Figure 5.
An item to test the students’ knowledge of trends

and sequences is illustrated in Figure 6. Anyone
who knows the field can write 20 items of this type

in an hour-not in two 8-hour days. Preparing and
grading such items takes far less time than pre-
paring and grading a set of essay items over the
same field for a class of 10 or 15 students. For
smaller classes, preparing and grading an essay test
might take less time.

Another of the item types used in the Chicago
program was &dquo;Comment on the following state-
ment,&dquo; followed by a short quotation from a public
figure-either a good statement that the student
could endorse, or an ill-advised one that the student
who had learned the points of view developed in
the course would reject, giving justifications. A
similar type of item was &dquo;Give a brief answer to
the following question,&dquo; presented three to a page
with about eight lines allowed for each answer.
Illustrations of additional item types are available
(see Adkins, 1974; Adkins et al., 1947; Carlson,
1985; Gulliksen, 1985; Hawkes et al., 1936; Rich-
ardson et al., 1933).

Test Validity

The College Entrance Examination Board
and College Admissions Requirements

When the College Entrance Examination Board
(CEEB) was founded in 1900, there was distinct
emphasis on the desirability of having the testing
program influence the training given in the sec-
ondary schools. During the later 1800s, the sec-
ondary schools had found it increasingly difficult
to prepare students for such schools as Harvard,
Yale, Columbia, or Princeton, because the require-
ments were different for each-specifying certain
chapters in given Greek and Latin texts in one

institution, and other chapters in the same books
or different books in another institution. It was very
difficult to teach a secondary school class of stu-
dents who wished to prepare for different univer-

sities, and impossible to teach a given student so
that he or she might be admitted to any one of
several institutions.

In 19149 when President Butler of Columbia re-
signed as CEEB Chairman, he said in his parting
speech:

The College Entrance Examination Board has
shown that examinations may be so improved,
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Figure2
Sample Item: Master List or Keylist

In the blank space before each of the following statements write the number of
the one best term.

and their effect on secondary school instruc-
tion made so stimulating that for a college to
maintain separate admission examinations of
its own is surely a mark either of weakness,
or of perversity, or of mere parochialism, or
of the stubborn persistence of educational in-
ertia. (Fuess, 1950, pp. 75-76)

During the late 1930s and early 1940s with the
increasing use of an objective Scholastic Aptitude

Test (SAT) and the introduction of objective
achievement tests in various subject areas, the em-
phasis on the desirability of centralized examina-
tions guiding or dictating education in secondary
schools decreased, because objective exams could
cover a much wider range of material than an essay
exam. It was stressed that essay examinations based
on definite syllabi had been responsible for’ ’a dic-
tated and controlled secondary school curriculum&dquo;
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Figure3
Sample Item: Tabular or Matrix

Write the appropriate number or numbers in each space. (Do not put any number
in spaces which have been hatched out)

(Fuess, 1950, p. 169). It was pointed out that &dquo;some
examiners had exercised a police function in using
outworn definitions of requirements as instruments
of institutional control&dquo; (Fuess, 1950, p. 115). In
contrast, there was now a new emphasis on allow-
ing secondary schools greater freedom in deter-
mination of curriculum.

These advantages of objective tests were rein-
forced when the manpower requirements of World
War II made it impossible to assemble enough
teachers in the summer of 1942 to grade the essay
examinations. Accordingly, objective exams were

substituted for the essays in that year, as a tem-

porary wartime measure. By the end of the war,
the colleges had found that the results they were
getting from the objective tests were serving them
as well as those obtained previously from the essay
tests. This fact, coupled with the advantages of
speed and economy offered by the objective tests
and the curricular freedom they offered, led to the
adoption of the objective tests on a long-term basis.
In the 46th ETS Annual Report, Henry Chauncey
pointed out the benefits of the &dquo;sudden transition

in 1942 from essay exams based on a definite syl-
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Figure4
Sample Item: True-False

In a study of reasoning Maier trained rats in the following way:

labus to objective tests which cover so far as pos-
sible the common elements in various schools of

the country&dquo; (Fuess, 1950, p. 174). Frank H.

Bowles, Director of Admissions at Columbia Uni-

versity, an active leader in CEEB affairs, and later

President of CEEB, emphasized that &dquo;each college
applies its own standards and considers the test

results, not by themselves, but along with the school
record, principal’s report, interview estimate, and
all other information available-[this will] enable
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Figure 5
Sample Item: Rank Order

Writip& at Logical Par E,2,ph

the schools in formulating their educational pro-
gram to take advantage of the freedom pernitted
by the new tests&dquo; (Fuess, 1950, p. 196).

The 66~&reg;rnrnittee of Revision had broad author-

ity to supervise, review, and coordinate the ex-
amination policies of the Board ,’ ’ and its functions
induded &dquo;the subject by of theincluded &dquo;the analyzing subject by subject of the
Board examinations in order to discover new meth-

ods of increasing their validity and reliability&dquo;
(Fuess, 1950, p. 116). In other words, what the

secondary schools were doing in their design of
curriculum and teaching was assumed to be correct.
It was up to the College Board to alter its tests so
that they were &dquo;valid&dquo; in terms of a high corre-
lation with grades in college. This was the general
witch only a few persons giving cautions, such
as John M. Stalnaker, who in 1944 said that &dquo;low

correlations between test scores and course grades
do not necessarily indicate that a change in the tests
is desirable. Several other factors must also be con-

sidered&dquo; (Fuess, 1950, p. 161).

Validity of Aptitude Tests
May a Faulty Criterion

In evaluating validity coefficients of aptitude tests,
the routine procedure is to regard high validity
coefficients as indicating that the aptitude test is
good and should be used, while low validity coef-
ficients indicate that the aptitude test should be
discarded or revised. Only rarely is the question
raised, &dquo;Should this validity be high or low?&dquo; There
have been a few exceptions to this attitude.
Wesman (1950) emphasized, with several illus-

trations, that a low validity coefficient may be very
useful and enlightening, stimulating a more careful
examination of the criterion, and that as a result,
the criterion may be revised. The following five
illustrations are given by Wesman:

I. A numerical ability test was given to a
group of ninth grade boys at the begin-
ning of a school year.... At the end of
the year ... the guidance director com-
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Figure6
Sample Item: Greater-Less-Same, or Before-After-Same

The Normal Course of Motor Development (birth to age 3)

The following paired statements refer to milestones in infant motor
development that generally are acquired sequentially. If the motor skill

described on the left appears before the motor skill described on the right,
encircle the letter &dquo;~.°; if the skill on the left appears after the skill on the

right, encircle the letter &dquo;A&dquo;; if the skills on the right and left appear at
approximately the same time, encircle the letter °°5°.&reg;

puted the correlation of the students’ nu-
merical ability scores with their geometry
grades for the year. The coefficient found
was about .30.... he looked up the
students’ scores on a statewide exami-

nation in geometry, and correlated these
scores with the numerical ability test
scores. The coefficient in this case was
over .60-relatively good prediction. The
guidance director used the discrepancy
between these two correlation coeffi-

cients to initiate discussions with the

mathematics teachers as to the bases on
which grades were being assigned. The
teachers agreed to rate competence and

work habits separately; the test is being
retained as a selection device by the
school. Incidentally, both the school
administration and parents are finding
math grades more useful than before.

H. A personnel manager in a large industrial
firm ... gave the test, which involved

dictation and transcription at high speed,
to all stenographers and secretaries al-

ready employed by the organization. He
also obtained ratings as to the ability of
these employees, and ... correlated

[them] with the scores on the proficiency
test. To his consternation, the coefficient
was quite low....
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First he obtained separate coeffi-

cients for those called stenographers (who
were part of a pool under a stenographic
supervisor) and for those called secre-
taries (each responsible to one or two
executives). The correlation of the pro-
ficiency test with the stenographic su-
pervisor’s ratings was rewardingly good;
for secretaries, it was a little worse than

it had been originally. The personnel
manager discreetly inquired concerning
the bases on which the executives rated
their secretaries. He was not entirely sur-
prised to find that such factors as assist-
ing in executive decisions, doing per-
sonal shopping for the executive, keeping
appointments straight, protecting the ex-
ecutive from undesirable visitors, and so
on, were [among the factors] affecting
the ratings.... The secretaries ... had
lost much of their earlier skill through
lack of practice. Consequently, they scored
comparatively low on the test, and were
rated high by their bosses: the validity
coefficient suffered. The personnel man-
ager proceeded to install the test as a

selection device for newcomers, with
confidence that it would predict well where
it needed to-at the stenographer level.

III. In a city which has five high schools, a
series of aptitude tests was given to all
tenth grade students. Verbal reasoning
test scores were correlated with physics
grades for all students in the five high
schools who had taken that course. The

correlation coefficient was quite low, be-
tween .15 and .20.... The research di-

rector... computed separate validity
coefficients for each of the five schools

... the five coefficients ranged from be-
tween .30 and .50.... The five schools

varied considerably in the quality of their
pupils.... Each school gave grades to
its students according to their perfor-
mance as compared with their own class-
mates. Thus, a performance worth A or
B in the poorest school was no better than

the performance for which a grade of C
or D was assigned in the best school.
Under the circumstances, it was inevi-

table that a low validity coefficient would
result when the data from all five schools

were combined....

IV. A test in American history was used by
an eleventh grade teacher at the recom-
mendation of the supervisor of secondary
education. The test correlated poorly with
the teacher’s grades, and the teacher

complained to the supervisor that the test
was inappropriate for that school. The
supervisor ... sat down with the history
teacher, and they analyzed the test items
as to whether they were testing for mem-
ory of facts or whether they were meas-
uring more complex thought processes.
They then rescored the test papers getting
one score for &dquo;fact&dquo; questions and a sep-
arate score for &dquo;thought&dquo; questions. When
the teacher’s grades were correlated with
these new scores, they found that the cor-
relation with the thought part of the test
did not improve, while the teacher’s grades
correlated much better with the scores on
fact questions.

As a result of this analysis, the his-
tory teacher ... realized that, in his own
... examinations, too much stress had
been laid on simple memory for facts and
too little on ability to use the facts in
thinking....

V. An eighth grade shop class took tests of
mechanical reasoning and space relations
at the beginning of the year. At the end
of the first tern, the scores on these tests
were correlated with the teacher’s grades.
The coefficients were .26 and .13, re-

spectively.... When the second term’s s
grades were in, correlation coefficients
were again computed. The mechanical
reasoning test correlated .41; the space
relations test, .33.... They discovered
that the first term’s work was almost en-

tirely manipulative.... During the sec-
ond term, on the other hand, they were
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expected to carry forward more compli-
cated assignments with considerably less
supervision.

... The prediction of second term
grades was a more reasonable demand on
the tests.

... Regardless of how high or how low
a coefficient of correlation may be, these things
always demand consideration:
l. How the judgments were arrived at;
2. The nature of the test tasks and their ap-

propriateness in relation to the job or the
course; and

3. The peculiarities of the particular group of
individuals being studied.

The correlation coefficient has been likened
to a three-legged stool: one leg is the predictor
(frequently a test), another is the criterion

(grades, ratings, etc.), and the third is the

population on which the coefficient is ob-
tained (grade level or job family, sex, spread
of ability, etc.). He who uses a three-legged
stool without ascertaining that all three legs
warrant confidence is very likely to be floored.
(pp. 20-22)

Lindquist (1961) emphasized that:
... unfortunately correlation coefficients ...
have come to be regarded almost solely as
&dquo;validity coefficients&dquo; ... or as measures of
the ... accuracy of the predictions made of
college success.... The correlation between
any so-called predictor and any so-called cri-
terion may and often does reveal just as much
about the criterion as about the predictor....
It is the purpose of this study to report inter-
correlations among the variables for whatever
these relationships may reveal about the stu-
dent, the high school, and the college, as well
as about the tests.... An ultimate objective,
then, is really ... to identify and do some-
thing about the other factors ... such as var-
iations in grading standards and instructional
objectives; variations in emotional, motiva-
tional, and environmental factors affecting the
student while in college; in reliability of grades;
in appropriateness of instructional materials,
procedures, and goals with reference to in-

dividual student needs; and so on. (pp. 7-9)
Numerous reasons for variability are listed, among
them: (1) unreliability of predictors and criterion
measures; (2) variation in grading standards from
instructor to instructor and course to course within
and between institutions; (3) differences in learn-
ing experiences, personality, and other attributes
of students; (4) differences in range of talent, and
(5) chance fluctuations.

Validity of Tests
in Navy Service Schools

During World War II, Norman Frederiksen and
I, as well as others working on achievement test
development in Navy service schools from 1942
to 1945, found numerous instances of recruits not
learning, or not being graded on, what the Navy
instructors thought they were learning and said they
should be learning. Introducing a relevant testing
program changed this situation radically. Our first
experience in evaluating and changing the pattern
of validity coefficients was at the gunner’s mate
school. The initial study found that the validity of
the Reading Test was high, and the validity of the
Mechanical Knowledge and Mechanical Compre-
hension Tests low. Checking on the course pro-
cedures for testing and grading the students, we
found that a long (approximately 1 hour) written
test based on the information given in the manual
was used. Clearly, the ability to understand and
interpret written material was important in deter-
mining course grades.

For the practical section of the test, the class of
about 50 students was told to relax in chairs or on
the floor. Students were individually called to the
instructor’s table, upon which were a large number
of disassembled gun parts. The instructor picked
up one, handed it to the student, and said, &dquo;What
is that called? What is its function?&dquo; The same

question was asked for a second part, selected at
random from those on the desk. The student was
then told to return to his seat, and the next one
came up and was asked about two other parts. After
about an hour and a half of testing, each student
had answered questions about two gun parts. This
constituted the practical section of the final exam.
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The basic objectives of the course as stated by the
instructors-how to disassemble and assemble the

guns and how to detect, diagnose, and correct mal-
functioning-were assessed only informally, by
casual observation of class performance.

Frederiksen and I worked for about six months

developing what were ter~ed &dquo;~dentificat~&reg;n&dquo; and
&dquo; perfonnance&dquo; tests that measured the stated ob-
jectives of the course. For the identification tests,
instead of the previous procedure of asking one
student a few questions about the name and func-
tion of a part while the other 50 or so relaxed, each

gun part was put on a cardboard (not a drawing of
the gun part, but the actual part). On the cardboard
were written five or more part narnes, including
the correct one, and five or more functions, in-

cluding the correct one. Fifty or so such cards,
each containing five to seven part names and func-
tions, about two or three feet apart, were distributed
on tables around the room. The students arranged
themselves around the room, one at each card. The
students were allowed one minute at a station; then
the signal was given and everyone moved one space
to the right to answer the next item.
One minute was more than ample time, and the

students spent a large part of the period observing
the answers given by the student at the next station.
On subsequent administrations, the instructions were,
&dquo;Move two spaces to the right,&dquo; and the move was
proctored carefully. This change also necessitated
two further modifications in the program. An odd

number of items was required, and the class was
directed to make two circuits of the room. These

changes were sufficient to discourage efforts to see
what other students had answered.

In the perfornance tests the students disassem-
bled and assembled a rifle or an automatic pistol,
a machine gun firing mechanism, or a breechblock.
The proctors for the performance. test had a definite
list of items to watch, and they marked the student
as having performed or not performed each of the
listed items. The instructors pointed out that they
had not been able to use perfornance tests, because
there was not enough equipment to allow each of
50 students to have a rifle, machine gun, or breech-
block. So we arranged a procedure in which enough
equipment was set up for 8 or 10 students, with 8

or 10 proctors assigned to the room. Students were
then called out of the written test in groups of 8
or 10, spent a half hour taking the performance
test, and then returned to the room to resume the
written test. Thus, at the end of a two and one-
half hour test period, each student would have taken
a half-hour performance test, individually super-
vised and marked by a proctor; taken a 45- to 50-
minute identification test giving the name and func-
tion of approximately 40 items; and spent a little
more than an hour on a written test.
When course grades were assigned on the basis

of such an examination system, it was found that

the tests of mechanical aptitude and mechanical
knowledge had high validity, while the validity of
the reading test dropped. This new validity pattern
indicated that the students were coming closer to
learning what the instructors wanted them to learn.
The class behavior of the students was mark-
edly altered after the new identification and per-
formance tests had been administered, with stu-
dents spending more time in the lab disassembling
and assembling the various weapons, asking other
students to time them to see how long a given job
took, checking with each other or the instructor on
the name and function of a part, etc.

In the basic engineering school we had a similar
experience. The initial validity survey showed that
the Arithmetic Test (AM) had the highest validity,
and the Mechanical Knowledge Tests (Mechanical
Knowledge, Mechanical-mKm; and Mechanical
Knowledge, Electrical-MKE) and Mechanical Ap-
titude Test (MAT) had the lowest validity. The pur-
pose of the basic engineering school was to teach
the students to use various pieces of equipment,
such as a lathe, drill press, and power saw, in order
to make metal pieces that satisfied certain mea-
surement specifications and could then be used as
replacement parts in repair jobs. Clearly, for a course
with such objectives, it was inappropriate for the
AM test to have the highest validity, and the MKM,
MKE, and MAT tests to have the lowest Validity. A
week or so of observing classes and studying the
grade records revealed what had been happening.

In the basic engineering course, one of the 12
weeks was devoted to shop arithmetic, and the
grades for that week ranged from 10 or 15 to better
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than 90 (mean = 83, SD about 8; see Table 1 ) .
The other 11 wees were devoted to actual practice
in the shop, using lathes, drill presses, saws, etc.
The student’s performance was rated by various
instructors who watched him work for a while,
jotted down a grade, and also carefully inspected
the pieces the student turned out, measuring them
and grading on closeness of agreement with initial
specifications. As Table 1 shows, these shop grades
had a mean of 83 or ~4, but had a standard deviation
of only about 2.5. Apparently, the instructors did
not think that the students showed a very high per-
formance level but were usually reluctant to give
a very low mark. Als&reg;, ~e took a set of 30 samples
made by the students and had them independently
graded by several instructors. The grading of each
piece was a fairly time-consuming process, in-

volving use of squares, rulers, calipers, and so
forth, to determine how closely the piece con-
formed to the initial specifications. A large part of
the shop work grade for several weeks was deter-
mined by the marks assigned to these samples. We
found that the grades for the different instructors
on the set of 30 samples correlated from + .55 to
.11. Clearly, therefore, merely increasing the
weighting assigned to the shop grades was not ap-
propriate.

Nicholas Fattu worked for a year developing
gauges to measure the products quickly and ac-
curately. These gauges allowed grading of a piece

within 30 seconds instead of three or four minutes.

Using these gauges, the ratings of two instructors
were found to correlate from .92 to .96 with each
other. With the use of these gauges and identifi-
cation and performance tests, the validity of the
ARi dropped from highest to lowest (about .32 to
.24), while the MKM, MKE, and MAT tests changed
from lowest to highest (from .19 and .24 to .5 and
.6; see Figure 7).

Charles Harsh worked in the Torpedoman School
with similar results. Figure 8 shows that before the
introduction of the identification and performance
testing and grading procedures, the mechanical tests
had the lowest validity (.3 to .45), while ARi had
the highest validity, .64. Afterwards, the General
Classification Test (GCT), Reading Test (READ),
and ARi had the lowest validity (.3 to .4), while
the MAT, MKM, and MKE tests had the highest va-
lidity (.45 to .62).

It is especially interesting to find that aptitude
tests can indicate whether course grades are meas-
uring relevant or unimportant aspects of the course.
I had not realized before that aptitude tests could
be useful in evaluating the teaching, testing, and
grading for a course.

Testing Oirganization Reports
May Criterion

In scanning reports from various testing orga-

Table 1

The Relative Contribution of Each Part Grade to the Total Variance
of the Composite Final Grade for Graduates of Two Classes in a

Basic Engineering School

&reg; correlation of part j with composite total Tfl
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~&dquo;~~~~~ 7
Prediction of Success in Basic Engineering School

by Use of the Basic Test Battery
(Before and After Introduction of Achievement Testing Program)

Figure 8-XV from D. B. Stuit, p. 307.
Copyright 1947 by Princeton University Press. Reprinted by permission.

nizations, unusually low or high validities may be
found. Further study might then be warranted to
see if they are repeated, and if so, to investigate
the particular situation further (as was done with
the Navy service schools) to try to determine the
reason for such validities and to take steps appro-
priate to correct the situation.
Some years ago, in reviewing validity coeffi-

cients for the Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT), I
noticed that for one school the best predictor of
grades in Latin was the clerical test (.47). For the
other tests of the DAT, the correlations with Latin

grades for that school ranged from a low &reg;f - .37
for mechanical reasoning through - .02 for verbal
reasoning, to a high of .19 for sentences (cf. Ben-
nett, Seashore, & Wesman, 1959, p. 48). This was
not generally true for all of the schools studied.
These data suggested that steps should be taken to
alter the teaching and grading procedures in that
school. Other studies (cf. Bennett et al., i95~, p.
79) showed that higher educational level corre-

sponds with higher clerical ability. This may in-
dicate an undue emphasis on clerical ability in col-
lege selection.
Some interesting results from the CEEB (1972-

1974) ~re shown in Table 2. For females in a given
school, College A, the correlation of fresh grade-
point average with high school average is end
with the New York Regents scholarship exam, .39-
low but not unusual. For males the corresponding
correlations are .22 and - .02. Such an unusually
low correlation is clearly not due to restriction of
range, since the standard deviation for the males

is greater than for females: .64 versus .53 for grade-
point average, and 30.9 versus 29.9 for the Regents
Exam. A closer investigation of the situation might
well reveal some interesting differences in the ac-
ademic or nonacademic programs for boys and girls
that would help to explain these results.

Another college, College B, shows similar but
perhaps less extreme differences. The correlation
of freshman grade-point average with the SAT math
score (SAT-M) is .34 for females and only .09 for
males, despite the fact that the standard deviations
for males are higher than for females-.75 to .69
for freshman grade-point average, and 8.2 versus
about 8 for s.~~r-~. It would be interesting to check
on whether or not such results are repeated in other
years at these particular colleges, and to investigate
possible explanations for such results.
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Figures
Prediction of Success in Torpedoman School

by Use of the Basic Test Battery
(Before and After Introduction of Achievement Testing Program)

Figure 9-XV from D. B. Stuit, p. 308.
Copyright 1947 by Princeton University Press. Reprinted by permission.

Table 2

Comparison of Grades and SAT Scores of Freshmen at Two Colleges

Note. Adapted from tables on pages 7 and 22 of College Entrance
Exauination Board Re orts, 1972&reg;74m
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The Problem of Testing
Only for Minimum Requirements

Some validity coefficients from the Law School
Admissions Test (LSAT) raise interesting questions
regarding the differences in curriculum and grading
procedures in law schools. Validity coefficients for
predicting first-year average from LSAT (see Ta-
ble 3) vary from a high of .71 to a low of .18. The
standard deviations of the aptitude scores are larger
year by year for school P, with validities of . .18 to
.21, than they are for school A with validities of
.71 to .56. Furthermore, the results for 1973 and
1974 are very similar. A problem exists here re-
garding the curriculum and the grading procedures
in these schools.

While it is true that a test only of minimum

requirements would show a low validity coefficient
when all the members of a class are above the

minimum, such a test would then have a very small
standard deviation when all students were above

the minimum, and hence all would have nearly
perfect scores. Such is clearly not the case for schools
A and P shown in Table 3. The test variance is

large for school P, and the validities are low.
As to the question of testing only for minimum

requirements, an appropriate testing and grading
system would include a measure of &dquo;minimum re-

quirernents&dquo;-for determining the pass-fail bound-
ary-and would also test for achievement beyond
the minimum requirements in order to give due
recognition to students attaining various higher lev-
els of performance., up to &dquo;superior achievement,&dquo;

the A versus B boundary, and possibly also the
A + versus A boundary. It is inappropriate for the
class instructor to decide that he/she will distin-

guish only between &dquo;pass-fail&dquo; or &dquo;s~perior ver-
sus ordinary&dquo; achievement. The instructor should
keep the students informed regarding their level of
achievement, from failure to barely passing, to or-
dinary, and up to superior performance.

Various researchers at ETS have studied the re-

liability of grades, and their relation to other grades
and to various measures of job performance (cf.
Carlson & Werts, 1976; Crooks, Campbell, & Rock,
1979; Grandy, Werts, & Schabacker, 1977; Werts,
Linn, & J6reskog, 1978). Some of the results would
be interesting and important to discuss with the
schools and instructors involved.

Validity and Memorizing Ability

Some interesting preliminary data have been ob-
tained at ETS using a test called Formulating Hy-
potheses (FH). Each item of the test is a brief de-
scription of a research study, a table, or a graph
showing the results of the study, and a statement
in words of the major finding. The task of the
person taking the test is to write hypotheses (or
&dquo;possible explanations&dquo;) of that finding. The can-
didate is asked to write not only the hypothesis he
or she thinks is most likely to be correct, but also
to give other competing hypotheses that should be
considered. Note that this is a free-response test-
not multiple-choice. Six scores are obtained re-
flecting both quality and quantity of ideas. The

Table 3

Validity Coefficients (r) and Standard Deviations
of LSAT Scores

Note. Based on data from Barbara Pitcher Personal Communication,
1974).
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score of most interest here is one reflecting the
number of hypotheses that are both unusual and of
high quality.

The test was administered to students entering a
medical school, and a year later the correlations of

first-year grades with scores on FH and various
other measures were computed (see Table 4). The
best predictor of first-year grades, as might be ex-
pected, was undergraduate grade-point average
(UGPA), with correlations ranging from .25 to .36.
Other good predictors included scores on a biology
achievement test and the verbal score on the Med-

ical College Admissions Test. All the foregoing
correlations were, of course, positive. But the best
predictor, after undergraduate grade-point average,
was a FH score, the one reflecting the number of
hypotheses that were both unusual and of high qual-
ity. The interesting part is that these correlations
were all negative. Two were significant at the 1 °~&reg;

and two at the 5% level.
The first-year courses include such areas as gross

anatomy, neuroanatomy, and histology. Undoubt-
edly, a great deal of memorization is required in
such courses. It also seems that those students most

willing and able to learn the names and functions
of hundreds of bones, nerves, and muscles are less

able (or willing) to think of and write down good
hypotheses that are also unusual. Perhaps we should
consider the possibility that when course grades in
anatomy and histology are used as the criteria for
selecting tests for admission to medical school, we
may be systematically excluding some students who
would be superior in creative problem-solving of
the kind required, for example, in making differ-
ential diagnoses in difficult cases.
The negative validities found here for the FH

scores are interesting, but they must be replicated
before we take them too seriously. Attempts are
now being made to obtain data at another medical
school to see if similar relationships are found there.
It is interesting, however, to find a situation in

which negative validities are not unreasonable.
The correlation of Iowa ACT scores with college

grade-point average varies for different schools from
a high of .7 or .8 to below .4 (see Table 5). For
the Natural Science Test, one school is above .7,
while 81 of 121 schools showed correlations less
than .4. It is very improbable that all these schools
were teaching the same science course and grading
it in the same way. Similarly, for English a few
schools showed validities over .7, while for 20 of
135 schools it was below .4. It is interesting to

Table 4
Correlations of Scores on Biology Achievement Test (BAT) and

Medical College Achievement Tests (MCAT), Undergraduate GPA (UGPA)
in All Courses, and Scores on Formulating Hypotheses Test with

First-Year Grades in Medical School (N = 80)

Note. Based on data from Norman Frederiksen (Personal Communication, 1976).
Significant at 5% level.
*

Significant at 1% level.
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Table 5
ACT Research Service Frequency Distributions of

Validity Correlations (r) for ACT Tests with College GPA

Note. Adapted from Table 4.1 of Interpreting the 1961 ACT
Research Re2orts (Lindquist, 1961).

note that low correlations dominate for Mathe-

matics and Natural Science. For Mathematics, 69
of 106 schools showed correlations below .4; for
Natural Science, 81 of 121 schools had correlations
below .4. Such low validities for English were
found for only 20 out of 135 schools, and for Social
Studies for 23 out of 127. Also, for each of the
tests, one or two schools showed validities above
.7. It would be extremely interesting to try to as-
certain the nature of the teaching, testing, and grad-
ing procedures in one or two of the high-validity
schools, and also in a few of the low-validity schools,
to learn what aspects of the teaching and grading
procedures were responsible for such variations.
We could then discuss with school authorities the
extent to which the facts brought to light indicated
the desirability of alterations in the teaching pro-
gram and grading procedures, as well as possible
alterations or additions to the testing program.

Validity and ech~~ICaI Ability

A Junior College program tried out nine special
ability tests, including Intersections, Spatial, Tool
Knowledge, Mechanical Movements, and Me-

chanical Ability (cf. Comparative Guidance and
Placement Program, 1974). Table 6 shows the re-
sults for two of these tests (Tool Knowledge and
Mechanical Ability) in 80 different schools of five
different types (liberal arts, science and pre-

engineering, fine arts, technical science and engi-
neering, and business). The Tool Knowledge Test
showed a zero or negative validity in all schools
except one. For the 14 technical science and en-

gineering schools, there was a significant positive
validity coefficient of .29 in one school, and a
significant negative validity &reg;f - .25 in another.

Sixteen schools in other categories showed nega-
tive coefficients, and the remaining 62 showed es-
sentially zero validity coefficients.
The Mechanical Ability Test gave variable re-

sults for the fine arts schools; one school had a

significant positive validity of .35, and another school
a significant negative validity &reg;f - . ~2. In four of
the science and engineering schools, mechanical
ability showed a positive correlation with grades.
In the remaining 10, the correlation was zero. Four
of the business schools showed a negative validity
for the Mechanical Ability Test. The remaining 18
showed essentially zero validity. For the remaining
schools, three gave negative validities, and the re-
maining 36 essentially zero. Again, if repetition of
such results in certain schools can be demonstrated,
it would be very interesting to observe more closely
the teaching, examining, and grading procedures
to determine the reason for these differences and
to consider with the school authorities whether or

not changes might be desirable.
The Comparative Guidance and Placement Pro-

gram (CGP) also shows a similarly wide range of
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Table 6
Correlations of Scores on Tool Knowledge and Mechanical Ability

Tests with Freshman Grade Average

N = Number of Correlations.
Note. Adapted from page 68 of Summar of Validit Stud Results
for the First Semester of the 1573-74 Academic (Comparative
Guidance and Placement Program).

results for validity coefficients predicting the first
semester of college performance, as seen in Table
7. Coefficients for the high school record range
from .1 ~ to .62, and for the CGP test from .24 to
.67. Attempting to identify the school practices that
produce such differences would be interesting, and
might well assist the school or college to improve
its teaching and grading procedures.

Course Grades as a Criterion

Goldman and Slaughter (1976) have found that
the multiple correlation of SAT and high school
grade-point average with grades is relatively high
for individual classes such as psychology, sociol-
ogy, biology, chemistry, or physics. For the total
freshman class, however, the multiple correlation
of SAT and high school grade-point average is low, 9
because the general grade-point average is a com-
posite of n&reg;nequiv~l~~at highly fluctuating parts-
whereas a grade in a psychology or biology class

is reasonably homogeneous. The prediction of grades
in individual courses would yield more Information
than the prediction of grades overall. The GPAS of
different students contain different mixes of courses.
This kind of averaging easily lowers the validity.

Conclusions

Testing organizations should evaluate the criteria
that are available for determining the validity of
their tests, and, where appropriate, should point
out that these criteria may well be in need of re-
vision and improvement. Probably the testing or-
ganization should guide the revision of the criteria.
It would seem that this is not done nearly as often
as might be desired, especially for school grades.

Teacher-made tests should also be evaluated in

terms of the objectives and the desired outcomes
of instruction. Carlson’s (1985) handbook on writ-
ing various types of objective items is an important
initial step in this direction. Handbooks should also
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Table 7

Comparative Guidance and Placement
Program (CGP) Validity for All Freshmen

in Each of Five Colleges’ Criterion, College
Performance for First Semester of Freshman Year

Note> Adapted from Table I of Suaimar of Validit
Stud Results for the First Semester of the 1973-74
Academic Year (Comparative Guidance and Placement
Program).

be prepared showing how to construct and grade
various sorts of free-answer items. Various types
of free-answer items have been used and evaluated

(e.g., Frederiksen & Ward, 1978; Ward, 1982;
Ward, Frederiksen, & Carlson, 1980). Ward et al.
(1980) showed that the free-answer form measured
ideational fluency9 an ability not tested by the par-
allel objective form. Ward (1982) found that the
same abilities were measured by both the free-an-
swer and objective forms. Also, performance. and
identification items have been found to be very
useful by research workers at the Center for Oc-
cupational and Professional Assessment at ETS who
have developed and evaluated various types of per-
formance and laboratory tests for a variety of oc-
cupations (see Rosenfeld & Thornton, 1978;
Thonton, 1979; Thonton & Rosenfeld, 1980). The
bibliography in Thonton and Rosenfeld includes
reports on the development and validation of ex-
aminations for police, fire fighters, and parma-
cists.

Wesman (1972) emphasized the proper attitude
on alleged bias in tests:

You don’t cure malnutrition by throwing out
the scale that identifies the babies who are

underweight. You don’t win a war by killing
the messenger who brings news of defeat in

a skirmish. If tests reveal that the disadvan-

taged have been deprived of opportunities to
learn fundamental concepts, the remedy is to
provide those opportunities-not do away with
the source of information. If it is true that

minority children do not have the motivation
to learn ... we should work toward instilling
that motivation and not pretend (by neglecting
to test) that they actually have learned, thus
dooming them to future failure to learn.
To make tests the scapegoat for the ills of

the disadvantaged is not only unfair to test
publishers and authors, it is unfair to a society
that needs to know and to grow.... The

remedy for the ills of society is not to dispense
with diagnosis: it is to treat the ills.... I

cannot accept the proposition that the solution
to the problems of society is ignorance of facts.
We must know what we are, if we are to know

what we can become. (pp. 401-402)
The orientation I am urging, toward using tests

to evaluate the criteria, implies an alteration in
various testing procedures. For instance, there is
now a tendency to remove from the test battery
any test with low validities. I would suggest that
in many cases such tests should be kept in the
battery, just as The Psychological Corporation has
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kept the clerical speed and accuracy test in its DAT
battery. In general, it would probably be useful to
extend test batteries to include tests not now used.

Various memory tests would be an example of such
an extension, including immediate memory span,
rote memory, and meaningful memory. It seems
that such tests probably are omitted because mem-
orizing is considered an ability that should not be
important in academic work. But if it is agreed that
this is so, then it would be very important to include
various kinds of memory tests in the battery, in
order to learn whether there were courses for which
this ability was important. On finding such courses,
the instructor and tester would then have to con-
sider whether or not memory ability was appro-
priately involved in a given course.

I referred to courses, rather than to grade-point
averages, and feel that much more attention should

be paid to prediction for various courses and to
differential prediction of various specialties, such
as Paul Horst emphasized at the University of
Washington. Information on the abilities that show
high and low validities for a given course or spe-
cialty would usually be much more informative and
interesting than similar statements applied to a total
academic curriculum, as illustrated in the Wash-
ington Pre-College Testing Program (see Horst,
1954; Lunneborg, 1966; Noeth, 1979).

There is also a tendency to report only validities
of tests that are high, or that the tester feels should
be high (Chauncey & Dobbin, 1963). Data on tests
with low validities are often not reported at all.

The attitude I am urging is that validities should
be reported on a fairly comprehensive battery of
tests covering abilities that should have low val-
idities, as well as abilities that should have high
validities. The results would be reported and in-
terpreted, indicating that validities that should be
high are high, and those that should be low are
low, indicating an appropriate state of affairs. On
the other hand, it could be pointed out that certain
high validities should be low, and certain low val-
idities should be high. The problem could then be
discussed with the instructors involved, and their
teaching and testing procedures could be examined
to see if some possible changes in either might be
tried.
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